
The Einhell delta sander TC-DS 20 E is a handy tool for sanding wood, plastic and metal. The sanding plate, which can be rotated in 3 positions, is
suitable for machining angled, hard-to-reach areas. The speed regulation allows the adjustment of the power. The sander operates with an oscillating
circuit of 2 mm. The sanding shoe is equipped with Velcro fastening. The ergonomic design and the softgrip ensure that the delta sander lies snugly in
the hand. For clean work, it has an adapter (Ø 36 mm) for connecting a wet/dry vacuum cleaner. 9 sandpapers (2x K60, 2x K120, 2x K240, 3x K400)
are included.

Delta Sander

TC-DS 20 E
Item No.: 4464255

Ident No.: 21012

Bar Code: 4006825669671

Features & Benefits
Delta sanding shoe for sanding hard-to-reach areas-
Delta sanding plate can be rotated in 3 positions-
Speed electronics for material- & application-oriented work-
Easy sandpaper attachment with hook and loop fastener-
Big oscillating circuit & high oscillation rate for powerful work-
Safe and comfortable working thanks to soft grip-
Large working radius thanks to 2 metre power cord-
Cable clip to protect the cable-
Incl. dust extraction adapter ( 36 mm) for clean workplace-
Incl. 9x sanding paper (2x K60, 2x K120, 2x K240, 3x K400)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz
- Power 200 W
- Oscillating speed 12000-22000 min^-1
- Oscillating circuit 2 mm
- Sandpaper size 90  x  90  x  90 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 0.84
- Gross weight single packaging 1.26 kg
- Dimensions single packaging 375 x 104 x 110 mm
- Pieces per export carton 10 Pieces
- Gross weight export carton 10 kg
- Dimensions export carton 415 x 235 x 525 mm
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 4500 | 9900 | 11000
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Available as special accessories
20 Q-Stick Schei.Delta 93 mm
Deltaschleifer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49492874
Bar Code: 4009314928747
Einhell Accessory
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